
 
 

 

 

 

Duration: Two Years 

Why should I take this course? 

Textile Design is a highly creative Art and Design course which focusses on the development 

of colour, pattern, and texture to create a range of fabric designs. This course gives the 

opportunity to develop ideas in a highly expressive visual and tactile way. Techniques covered 

include printmaking, machine and hand embroidery, felt making, weaving, fabric manipulation 

and batik.  

Throughout the course students are encouraged to be experimental with their selection and 

manipulation of fibres and fabrics to create original design ideas. Textile design can be 

developed through 2D or 3d design and then visualised within a variety of disciplines including 

fashion, interior and textile art. 

Course Content: 

You will have an opportunity to explore and experiment with a wide range of techniques 

and processes which are underpinned by sound understanding of the formal elements and 

design principles. You will be encouraged to combine materials and techniques to produce 

work of an individual nature in both observational and expressive work. 

A Level (first year): Coursework  

The emphasis of the first year is on the experimentation and exploration of materials, 

techniques, and processes. It will provide the opportunity to explore and experiment with 

colour, shape, texture, and pattern through a range of textile processes. You will engage with 

the works of artists and designers which encourages a critical response and enables you to 

analyse the way you work and develop your core skills.  

A Level (second year): Coursework 60% Exam 40% 

The emphasis for the second year will be a focused and in-depth Personal Investigation. You 

will have the opportunity to develop the skills and knowledge you have already acquired and 

will be encouraged to develop a personal and creative approach to the subject, demonstrating 

a continued and critical involvement with artists' and designers' work. The emphasis is on 

depth of study and refinement of ideas, which will include an extended written content. 

Are there any special expenses? 

You will be expected to provide materials such as basic sewing materials, pencils, and 

sketchbooks. You may also need to contribute toward the cost of specialist or large quantities 

of materials you may use in your projects. Some trips such as visits to museums and galleries 

are compulsory.  
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